
 
 
LOGLINE 
Thirty miles from New York City, tucked away in the Ramapo Mountains of New 
Jersey, lives an indigenous tribe shrouded in mystery and discrimination, fighting 
for recognition as Native Americans...The Ramapough Lenape Indians. 
 
WEBSITE 
www.americannative-themovie.com 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
https://www.facebook.com/americannativemovie 
https://twitter.com/AmNativeMovie 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvKB1lD9Sg_4L1f89uHEEag 
 
PRESS 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/09/nyregion/documentary-explores-struggle-of-
new-jerseys-ramapough-tribe.html 
https://tribecafilm.com/stories/don-t-miss-your-chance-to-see-this-eye-opening-
native-american 
http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2015/06/new_film_tells_ramapoughs_side_of_t
heir_story_di_i.html 
http://www.indianz.com/News/2015/017457.asp 
http://www.film-intel.com/2015/07/maniff-2015-american-native-cinema.html 
 
IN THEATRES SEPTEMBER 2015 
https://gathr.us/films/american-native 
 
FESTIVAL LIST 
Napa Valley Film Festival - November 2014 (World Premiere) 
Athens International Film Festival - April 2015 
Black Hills Film Festival - May 2015 
St. Tropez Film Festival - May 2015 (European Premiere) 

*Best Feature Documentary Nomination* 
*Best Documentary Director Nomination* 

Hoboken International Film Festival - May 2015 
Manchester International Film Festival - July 2015 (UK Premiere) 
 **Winner Best Documentary Feature** 
San Antonio Film Festival 
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Harlem International Film Festival 
            **Winner Best Documentary Director** 
Toronto Independent Film Festival 
Red Nation Film Festival 
Indigenous Coast-to-Coast Film Festival 
Atlanta Docufest 
             **Winner Best Political Documentary** 
Spotlight Documentary Film Awards 
             **Platinum Award Winner** 
 
EXTENDED SYNOPSIS 
AMERICAN NATIVE is a story of identity and the importance that race plays in 
determining cultural heritage. What began as a film about a misunderstood 
community of recluses that has existed in the mountains outside of New York 
City for the past 300 years has evolved into a quintessentially American story 
that examines the political, academic and social definitions of the term ‘Native 
American.’ 
 
According to the 2006 Federal Census, there are currently 4.5 million Native 
Americans living in the United States. Comprised of 566 federally recognized 
tribes, these various groups all hold “sovereign nation” status and interact with 
the Federal Government as any other foreign nation would. Along with the right 
to self-govern, come certain social entitlements dispersed annually by the US 
Government in the form of financial, medical and educational aid. Since 1988 
however, the most lucrative and controversial benefit that federally recognized 
tribes receive is the right to own and operate casinos on their land, generating 
some $6 billion dollars annually for the tribes who choose to pursue gaming. 
 
Outside of the 566 federally recognized tribes who enjoy this coveted status, 
there are currently 119 other tribes or approximately 1 million individuals, who 
are still fighting for this stamp of approval from the US Government. In New 
Jersey, originally home to America’s oldest inhabitants, the Lenape Indians, there 
are currently zero federally recognized tribes. It is no coincidence that in a state 
where the gaming industry provides over $306 million dollars in annual tax 
revenue and controls a very powerful lobbying arm, that tribes seeking federal 
recognition have to this date, all been denied. In Oklahoma however, where most 
of the Lenape were relocated to in the 1800’s, the tribe enjoys their sovereign 
status and is able to operate a successful casino in a state where gaming 
interests do not dictate governmental policy. 
 
While many people are aware of the pains associated with Native American 
history - the atrocities and cultural genocide practiced upon them by the Federal 
Government, few individuals are aware of the federal recognition process and 
how those tribes who are on the outside of it, feel just as dismissed, 
discriminated against and threatened today as their ancestors did hundreds of 



years ago. ‘American Native’ brings to light this issue, focusing on a specific 
group of Americans who feel the federal recognition process has not only failed 
them, but stripped them of their identity, their history and if they stop fighting for 
it, their future as well. 
 
Just 30 miles from the bright lights of New York City, tucked away in the Ramapo 
Mountains, a secluded chain of heavily wooded hills on the border of New York 
and New Jersey, lives a group of people who exist on the fringes. Cast in the 
shadows of an ignorant urban legend and shunned by the dominant society 
around them, the “Jackson Whites” (as they are commonly called by outsiders), 
have occupied three communities in some of the most desirable and valuable 
undeveloped land outside of Manhattan for over 300 years. Known as tri-racial 
isolates by anthropologists, the group exists today as a tribe of approximately 
5,000 members and descends from three distinct heritages: early Dutch farmers 
who broke away from the New Amsterdam colony down the Hudson River, freed 
slaves who where some of the first African American landowners in our country's 
history, and the Lenape Indians who supposedly sold Manhattan Island to the 
Dutch for $24 dollars worth of beads. 
 
Despite the fact that much of their history has been invented by local writers, 
historians and folklorists, the Ramapough are undeniably a mixed-race 
community. What is in question however is the extent to which each of these 
bloodlines runs throughout the group and whether one of them outweighs the 
rest. While the tribe indeed acknowledges their mixed background, it is their 
native ancestry that they most proudly identify with, and also the genetic 
component that has been met with the most speculation and controversy from 
others. 
 
Since 1978 the group has repudiated the term Jackson Whites as a pejorative 
and have referred to themselves instead as the “Ramapough Lenape Nation,” 
believing they descend from the Lenape Indians who originally inhabited the area 
prior to European contact. Many however, including the Federal Government, 
doubt the legitimacy of this claim and instead attribute the Ramapough’s heritage 
to merely a blend of Black and White races. 'American Native' exposes the 
group’s fight for respect as Native Americans, examining their efforts to gain 
recognition from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the private interests that may 
have colluded behind the scenes to prevent them from doing so. Through expert 
interviews and unbridled access to the micro-community, the film provides an in-
depth look at the complex past, volatile present and endangered future of the 
Ramapough Lenape Indians. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
FILMMAKERS 
DIRECTOR – STEVEN ORITT 
Steven’s directing background began in music videos and documentaries where 
he worked with various artists such as Foo Fighters, Muse, OneRepublic and 
Paulina Rubio among others. Along with segueing into commercial work, Steven 
recently wrapped production on his second documentary feature “An Accidental 
Climber,” a look at one man’s attempt to become the oldest American to climb 
Mt. Everest in May of 2014. What ensued however was the worst disaster in 
mountaineering history, leaving sixteen climbers dead in a tragic avalanche. 
 
PRODUCER – COREY BOBKER 
Corey resides in Los Angeles but was born and raised in New Jersey. He is a 
graduate of Syracuse University and began his career in talent management 
representing the likes of Steve Buscemi, Anna Paquin, Thomas Jane, Minnie 
Driver and Chris Cooper at Michael Ovitz’ Artists Management Group and then 
Jeff Kwatinetz’ and Rick Yorn’s The Firm.   
 
From there, he took his unique skill set and production experience and segued 
into reality television, serving as producer on such top-rated shows as ABC’s The 
Bachelor & Celebrity Wife Swap and Bravo’s The Millionaire Matchmaker, among 
many others.  
 
Along with segueing into reality, Corey Bobker also focuses his attention on 
telling long form stories, producing the award winning documentary film 
"American Native" and is in post production on his follow up documentary called 
“An Accidental Climber." He also produced the Cloris Leachman starrer, "This is 
Happening," a festival favorite which is gearing up for theatrical distribution in the 
fall. 
 
PRODUCER – MATT OGENS 
Confessions of a Superhero, Matt’s highly praised feature documentary, exposed 
the world to an eccentric group of actors chasing success in Hollywood, but are 
stuck impersonating comic book characters on the Walk of Fame. The film 
gained a cult-like following after screenings at the prestigious SXSW and AFI film 
festivals, and went on to enjoy a successful theatrical release under the Morgan 
Spurlock (Super Size Me) production banner and produced by Jamie Patricof 
(Half Nelson, Blue Valentine, The Place Beyond the Pines). The film aired on 
The Sundance Channel and is one of the most-watched documentaries on 
Netflix, Hulu, and Snag Films. 



 
Matt’s television work has been featured on MTV, VH1, CBS, ESPN, and CNN. 
The latter includes segments from “CNN Heroes”, hosted by Anderson Cooper, 
which spotlights ordinary people who have made an extraordinary impact in the 
lives of others. “Heroes” has taken Matt across the globe, filming in Cambodia, 
Africa and the frontlines of Iraq. Matt also earned three Emmy Award 
nominations for his work on two ESPN original series, “Timeless” and “The Life”, 
both of which explore the reality behind some of sport’s top personalities. In the 
world of advertising, Matt directs major commercial and interactive campaigns. 
He recently completed directing his second feature documentary “Meet the 
Hitlers,” due out in 2016. 
 
COMPOSER – PETE YORN 
Pete Yorn is an American singer-songwriter and guitarist who first gained 
international recognition after his debut record “Musicforthemorningafter,” was 
released to critical acclaim in 2001. He was signed to Columbia records in 1999. 
Shortly after, film producer Bradley Thomas (Kingpin & There's Something About 
Mary) liked Yorn's act enough to score all of the music to the film and also 
contributed the songs "Strange Condition" and "Just Another" to the film and its 
soundtrack. 
  
After experiencing this taste of success, Yorn released his 2001 LP debut, 
entitled Musicforthemorningafter, which went gold on the strength of the album's 
lead single, "Life on a Chain." Rolling Stone Magazine named Yorn one of "Ten 
[artists] to Watch in 2001" and gave the album a favorable four-star rating. Yorn 
went on to release the 2003 album “Day I Forgot which has sold over 300,000 
copies to date and scored a third radio hit with the song Come Back Home. In 
2006, Yorn released his third album, Nightcrawler. 
  
Columbia Records then released his Mike Mogis-produced album, entitled Back 
& Fourth on June 23, 2009. Yorn toured with Coldplay as an opening act through 
summer 2009 and collaborated with actress/musician Scarlett Johansson to 
record a project entitled Break Up. The record has since gone Platinum in 
France. 
 
Most recently, Yorn formed the band The Olms in 2013 with artist JD King. Their 
debut album puts a fresh spin on the sound of albums that their label, Harvest 
Records, would have released back in the day. The Olms are the first signing to 
the newly re-launched label, which was initially created in 1969 and released 
albums by such progressive rock acts as Pink Floyd, Syd Barrett, and ELO 
throughout the ’70s. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
The impetus for American Native came from a conversation I had with the film’s 
producer who grew up thirty minutes outside of New York City amongst the mega 
malls of suburban New Jersey. We were discussing ideas for a documentary 
when he told me about an isolated community of mountain people that 
supposedly still lived in the woods near his childhood home. He said to Google 
the term “Jackson Whites,” so I promptly did and was directed to various urban 
legend websites and pages that covered all sorts of weird New Jersey folklore. 
 
They spoke of an enclave of dangerous and violent inbreeds who purportedly 
descended from runaway slaves, Hessian mercenaries and Indians, but that their 
true lineage was still a mystery. There were some spooky images of strange 
looking people to go along with the tales and so, like any good believer in the 
Boogey Man, my interest piqued. I found it strange though that the third link down 
the page was to an extensive Wikipedia article for the “Ramapough Lenape 
Indians,” so I clicked on it and quickly learned that not only were the two groups 
synonymous, but that the term Jackson Whites was also a racial slur.  
 
I then clicked on a recent article from the New Yorker Magazine that recounted 
the story of a “clan of lawless hill people living just 30 minutes from Broadway." I 
was amazed to discover the same sensationalized stories I just read on 
WeirdNewJersey.com were also being recounted and legitimized by one of the 
nation’s most respected literary publications. I was fascinated and told my 
producing partner that I was in… 
 
We began digging around to find out whatever we could about the Ramapough 
and soon discovered that for the past 35 years, they have been fighting for 
recognition as a Native American tribe. At the time, I didn’t know that there even 
was an approval process for Indian tribes, but quickly realized that whatever 
process there was, the Ramapough were clearly on the outside of it, looking in. 
 
After months of research into the federal recognition process, I learned that all of 
the tribes I was familiar with: the Navajo, Cherokee, Apache, Sioux etc… all of 
the tribes that I studied as a schoolchild and stereotypically associated with 
looking like Indians, in fact had this coveted status. And the tribes that I had 
never heard of, the tribes who looked much different than what I thought Indians 
phenotypically looked like, did not. 
 
 



Like most Americans, I had a very basic knowledge of Native American history 
and was aware of the awful atrocities committed against them by our own 
government, yet I was completely oblivious to the fact that there is an entire 
population of unrecognized American Indians who because of their lack of status, 
feel just as discriminated against and disenfranchised as their ancestors. By 
failing the federal recognition process, many of these groups have languished in 
some marginalized region of identity, not only denied it by the federal 
government, but like the “Jackson Whites” of New Jersey, are still defined by the 
barriers constructed by the dominant society around them. 
 
I began this process wanting to know the truth behind an urban legend, yet 
throughout it, discovered that finding truth especially when it comes to history, is 
not always an easy thing to do. Over the course of four years, spending 
hundreds of hours imbedded with the tribe, and conducting dozens of interviews 
of expert testimony, we have revealed a quintessentially American story; a story 
about identity and the power that race plays in determining it, with the world's 
greatest city as a backdrop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FILM POSTER 

 



 
 
FILM STILLS 
 

 
(Ramapough Lenape annual powwow) 
 
 

(Ramapough Tribal Chief Dwayne Perry) 
 
 
 



 

 
(Ramapough Tribal Member Lehman Mann III) 
 
 

 
(Anadarko, Oklahoma) 
 


